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*THEOf« PND HISTOf« OF Mf\RXIST fm"ICS 
IN Ytn!J OlDIJXJlEM'S OOlliD TO VIOLOCE: 

A MN)IJXJli BY CALIMN 00 PfUSPEROl 

by 

Ntongela Masilela 

For to question our culture is to question our very 
existence, our human reality itself, and thus to be 
willing to take a stand in favor of our irremediable 
colonial condition, since it suggests that we would 
be out a distorted echo of what occurs elsewhere . 
This elsewhere is of course the metropolis, the 
colonizing centers, whose "right wings" have exploit
ed us and whose supposed "left wing" have pretended 
and continue to pretend to guide us with pious 
solicitude; in both cases, with assistance of local 
intermediaries of varying persuasions . 

-Ibberto Fernandez Retanar, Caliban : Notes 
Towards a Discussion of Culture in Our Ameri, 

'lb roncretely eX.;tmine the unity of histori cal poetics 
that structures the narrative process in Bound to Violence, it 
is necessary to pose rorrectly and sys tematically the prd:>lema· 
tic which is effected in the ronstitutive and regulative princ: 
ples that govern the rroverrent of thanatics within this novel. 
This materialist approach, which exanines the ideological unit 
that govern the thematics of the novel arXi locates the process 
of structuration in it is critical in order to avoid ;inqx>sing 
an enpiricist practice in the process of reading the diversifit 
tmities of the novel. Of necessity , this approach locates the 
nature of the totality in the s1:ru'::ture of the novel , and sub
sequently delineates the dialectic which stru::tures its ooject 
and sl.i:>jective dimensions . 

The materialist practice of reading the unity of the 
narrative process of the novel is ;inqx>rtant, not only in tmrav
elling the <Xlllplex unities of the novel , but also in oonbattin~ 
the enpiricist practice of reading the novel, according to whi< 
the nultifarious and multivocal OCilplex principles of the noveJ 
are reduced into the subjective ronsciousness of characters . 

*This is the serond of a two-part essay. The first part 
appeared in Ufahamu Vol VII, NUITber 2, 1977 
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Since ideology is a transparent void in the prooess tcMards 
attainment of historical cxmsciousness , the materialist reading 
of the novel does not reduce the carplex unities of the novel 
into the subjective oonsciousness of chai:acters. 

The materialist practice of criticism in which we shall 
engage while in attarpting to make carprehensible the <X:Ilplex 
st.nx:tures and prooesses of Bound to Vio Zence , will be <pvemed 
by the synthetical unity of bolo dialectical m:rrents of criticism: 
that is the unity of the theoretical and descriptive elarents 
of any serious practical criticism of literacy works. It will 
also be facilitated by the dialectical reciprocity between these 
bolO m:rrents or elarents of practical criticism the descriptive 
rranent will be in d:mi.nance, althou::Jh it will be determined by 
the theoretical m:rrent of practical criticism. 

'1hls then will be the theoretical a,wroach of practically 
applying the poetics of Marxist criticism to this great African 
novel, Bound to Viol-ence, in order to unravel the thenatic and 
structural principles that govern its theoretical and historical 
unity. 

II 

Acoording to the enpiricist reading of the novel, the 
ostensible theme of Bound to Vio Zence is the nature of the 
slavery fran the Middle Ages to our Inperialist epoch (these 
designations are mine), practised by Africans on Africans, by 
Arabs on Africans, and lastly but nore viciously, by Europeans 
oo Africans. 'lhis, to the enpiricist readin;J of the novel, is 
the there that dete.IIni.nes the unity and strocture of Bound to 
Viol-ence. As will be indicated and illustrated in the follc:Ming 
sections of this essay , this reading is false because it identi
fies a}:Pearance with essence , intention with result, the subjec
tive m:ment with the objective m:rnent. '!his oonfusion of identi
ties and distinctions by the enpiricist reading of the novel is 
not accidental, precisely because this reading lacks the nodes 
and the systerratic prooess of making oonprehensible the determi
nate hierarchical principles which decenter the structure of 
the narrative prooess. Therefore, this atpiricist reading does 
not have systematic principles of awrehending the dialectical 
reciprocity between contradictory noverrents or processes. 

F\mdarrentally, the enpiricist reading is regressive be
cause it cannot articulate the detenninate distinction between 
process and system, between the subjective and the objective. 
It fails oonpletely to articulate the cx:rcplex unities of Bound 
to Viol-ence , because the whole narrative prooess of this novel 
is a dialectical m:warent between t:\oA:> structural nodes; one 
structural node is represented by the Notables who fonn a 
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particular social class, and the other stru::tural node is rep1 
sented by the social class of Serfs. '!he narrative process oi 
the novel also transforms and articulates the incorporation oi 
the historical structures of the Nakem Elpire and Nakem-Ziuko 
into the narrative structures of the novel (that is, their r~ 
lational llDverrent). This, the enpiricist practice of reading 
the novel fails to register and articulate as being central tc 
its understanding. 

The materialist practice of reading the novel poses ane 
articulates a distinct and Ca!Plex problematic within, and 
towards understanding the diversified unities which structure 
Bound to Violence . This reading not only examines the probl~ 
matic of tie novel, but also poses the foll<Ming concrete que~ 
tions: What is the object of this prd:>lerratic? What is the nc 
ure of the narrative llDdes within which the problematic and i1 
object are articulated? What is the nature of the presentatic 
process within which this articulation is facilitated, that i~ 
what are the o:xrpositional poetics at play in the constructior 
of the novel? 

It is by posing such questions that one may be able to 
constitute the historical and structural principles which wouJ 
be helpful in making tangible the unique poetics of this Afri< 
novel . The real question is: what is it that makes Bound to 
Violence an African novel and, not say, a European novel or a 
Latin Amarican novel? Why is the man behind this novel 0\Dlo
guem, and not Graham Greene? Indirectly this novel poses the 
problem of the nature of African poetics; are these poetics tl 
product of the unity of divergent instances or are they the p1 
duct of the unity of converging articulations? 

By enploying tie materialist reading of the novel in n 
lation to Bound to Viol ence , the there which stru::tures its Ul 

is no longer that of slavery in the Nakan Empire, but histori· 
cally and concretely, tie uncertainty of historical conscious
ness and the near impossibility of active political practice 
being contenporaneous with the historical present. The thene 
of the novel therefore is the rrarentary elision of cxmsciousm 
within particular historical periodizations; that is, it traa 
the process and llDvenent of decentered consciousness in histoJ 
the particular ideological forms consciousness urrlergoes with: 
singular tenporalizations . This historical consciousness art: 
culated within the class structure (a::rrposed of Notables, SerJ 
Saif, Lords, Marabouts, Griots, and Peasants) of the Nakem Em 
pire and Nakem-Ziuko is realized within the ccmplexly 'dissoci< 
structure of the novel. Its principal articulators (with its 
variants rrediated by a particular contradictory process of 
history) , in CX)I'ltradictory and antagonistic relation to each 
other, are the notables who are in d:minance and the oppresse< 
looer class cx:rcposed of Serfs and Peasants. 
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'!his thanatica:l poetics of the novel structures the uni
tary m:>VE!lel'lt of the narrative process, and necliates the multi
valent and rnultivocal effects of its systematizing t:errporaliza
tions as they effect the ideological cxmtingencies of its dlar
acterization. In short , they effect an integrative process of 
the oonstitutive and regulative principles of the st.rocture in 
ronverging the deaentered totality of Bound to VioZence; that 
is , thanatology unifies the diverse objective and subjective 
elements of the structure of the novel into a totality. 

The who~e presentation so far may seem paradoxical and 
di.scxmrerting, in that, it may appear that an enpiricist read
ing of Bowul to VioLence is able to postulate a concrete prOO
lernatic of the rovel whidl it sees as the eoonanic enterprise 
of s lavery; whereas a materialist reading of the novel may seem 
to postulate an abstract and nebulous probl anatic; that is, the 
p:>ssible appearance of elision of historical oonsciousness within 
certain social nodes . At the level of appearance this seems to 
be the case ; but when on displaces this perspective to the level 
of essence, it bea::lres clear that it is actually the materialist 
reading of Ooologuan' s novel which postulates the concrete in
verted object {the inversion of the distinction beb.'een primary 
and secxmdal:y stbject and object detenninate and d:Jni.nance , and 
the nature of their histor ical rel ationship) ; that cxmcrete ob
ject is the nature of the class struggle between the rotables 
and the serfs, especially within the locality of the Nakem Dnpire 
fron the Middle Ages to the Republic of Nakem-Ziuko in the pre
sent Irrperialist epoch (these designations present a prd:>lem
they reflect the daninance of European history on African his
tory) . The periodization in Bound t o Vio Zence is one demarcated 
by particular class and ideological cxmtestations , for it is a 
Process that unifies into a synthetic totality the cxmtinoous 
and disoontinous m::ments of the narrative stru::ture of the 
Literary Fonn (in this instance the novel) in relation to His
tory. 

The above articulation of the distinction between the 
determinate hierardlical orders of the cxmcrete and the abstract, 
primary principles and secxmdal:y principles, stbject and ooject 
take on resonance and dialectical meaning when oounterposed in 
relation to the Introdu::tion of the Grwuirisse , where Marx 
articulates the dialectical relationship beb.'een production, 
ronsurrption , exchange and distribution. 'lhe whole cx:mplex dia
lectical relationship is articulated by Marx throu;,h what Gal vano 
Dalla Volpe c~s dete:r>rrrinate abst:r>actions; that is , the deter
minate and indenni.nate processes and system that facilitate 
for understarrli.ng of the dialectical relationship between the 
abstract and the ooncrete . '!his process of determinate abstrac
tions will be utilized in practice when delineating the different 
carp:ments and elerrents of the narrative process in Bowul to 
Violence . 
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Bound to Violence is a historical novel that articulab 
the elision within historical consciousness of the nature of · 
class struggle between t:M Serfs and t:M Notables. For the 
nanent, it will be necessary to critically examine the nature 
the historical novel. 

III 

The classic Marxist theory of the historical novel is j 

mulated by Georg Lukacs in his great ixx:>k, The Historical NovE 
'lhe concrete task of the historical novel, aooording to L~~ 
is to derronstrate t:M Iroven'lel'lt and contradictions of a partie\ 
historical reality: 

What matters therefore in the historical novel is 
not the re-telling of great historical events, but 
the poetic awakening of the people who figured in 
those events . What matters is that we should re
experience the social and human motives which Zed 
men to think, fall and act just as they did in 
historical reality .2 

The historical novel, therefore, aooording to Lukascian litera 
principles, must disclose the artistic connection between the 
spcntaneou.s rection of the nasses and the historical conscio~ 
ness of the leading personalities . 3 L\.lka'cs does not eJ<plain .,.; 
only the leading personalities of a particular historical era 
possess historical consciousness, and the rrasses only have a 
spontaneous understanding of it. The weakness of Luk.acs is 
that sane of his insightful critical stat.errents are te1tJe.red 
with idealistic notions; therefore, there is a continual displ 
ment of the concrete naterialist object within his analysis. 

The paradoxical nature of Lul<.iics, which eJ<presses his 
greatness is his constant ITOVement between the idealist and 
the naterialist terrain, and in this contradictory novenent, 
utters profound insights: 

The interesting and difficult task of the historical 
novel is to represent the significant qualities of 
the historical individual in such a way that it 
neglects none of the complex, capi ZZary factors of 
development in the whole society of the time; that, 
on the contrary, the significant features of the 
"worold historical individual" not only grow organi
cally out of this development, but at the same time 
explain it, give it consciousness and roaise it to 
a higher> level. 4 
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For Luk.acs therefore, the historical novel must not only 
portray the progressiveness of the rrovarent of history; it must 
also convey the truthfulness of historical abrosphere in indivi
duali.zi.ng particular historical figures. Yanbo Ooologuan's out
standing historical novel Bound to VioZ.ence a:rrpletely fulfills 
these Lukacsian principles in tracing the historical develOQ'Ilel1t 
of the Nakan Enpire during the Middle Ages to its cuJmination 
as a Republic of Nakan-Ziuko and tutelage under British and 
French Cbn:ination in our present Inperialist epoch. 

For Lukcics also, the historical novel must portray the 
nature and process of the class struggle: 

The interaction between "above" and "below"~ the 
sum of which constitutes the totality of popular 
life~ is thus manifested in the fact that~ while 
on the whole the historical. tendencies "above" 
receive a more distinct and generalized expression~ 
we find the true heroism with which the historical 
antagonisms are fought out~ with few exceptions, 
"be tow". 5 

Bound to Vio Z.ence also fulfills this Lukacs ian principle of the 
historical novel: it not only has a typological st.rl.£ture of the 
"above" and the "belCM" represented by the Notables and the 
serfs, who are governed by the "world historical individual", 
the Saif, it also at another level, portrays the rrovarent of 
this typology, represented this time by the natives and settlers 
(as Fanon would say) in the Repoolic of Nakan-Ziuko. 

It is within this historical context, that for Lukacs 
1:00 historical novel is a portrayal of the representation of 
the totality of relations and the totality of cbjects, through 
the typification of characters, circunstances, and scenes, in 
articulating the struggle of different classes, strata, parties 
and trends . Bound to Vio Zence, within the above-mentioned 
double typological st.rl.£tures, does portray the typification 
of the historical epoch of which it is its getting (this will 
becare concrete belCM, as we shall be analysing the cx:rcplex 
narrative structure of the novel in relation to the historical 
period it narrates). In critical conformity to :Lukc(csian prin
ciples of the historical novel, it does portray the cx:mplex 
relation between the individual and class , and the ccmplex and 
paradoxical relationship between the historical nature of an 
event and its manner of presentation. lastly, OUologuan' s novel 
Cbes ccrlVey the idea of the contradictory character of progress 
in illustrating the historical backgrourxi and setting of the 
Nakan El'npire and of the Nak.an-Ziuko Repl.blic . 

Indeed Bound to Vio Zence is a historical novel in the 
tradition of great European historical novels, for as " ••. the 
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historical novel reflects and portrays the developrent of his
torical reality the measure for its content and fonn is to be 
found in this reality itself." 6 

By what literary nodes OOe.s Ooologuem' s novel portray c 
ooncretize its historicaLness, and in what systematic fonn dOE 
it present its m::>verrent? The answer to this question requires 
a study of the ideological unities of the narrative point of 
view within the systanatic rrovarent of the narrative process. 

'1he narrative point of view is a process that locates c 
synthesizes the dialectical relat.innship between the historicc 
and the structural elenents that a::np:>se the totality of 'the 
novel. lbbert Weimann, the Fast German literary historian hcu 
defined this cx:Jl"Plex process in the follCMing manner: 

... the narrative point of view functions as a 
connecting medium between representation and 
evaLuation, and it is as a means of achieving 
and coTTI'TTW1icating their unity that point of view 
must be seen as being at the heart of the narrator's 
method. 7 

Within this historical perspective, the narrative point 
of view is a unity of the objective and the stbjective structt: 
principles of the novel; a unity that is a product of and ron: 
ponds to the historical relations between the novel and histor 

For, it is the unity between objective representation, 
which relates the novel to the ocncrete world, arrl subjective 
evaluation which relates the oovel to the indetenninate notioo 
that renders roncrete the relation between text (the novel) an 
rontext (society). This unity is rrediated by t.enporal ideolog 
cal rontestations and manifestations. 'lhi.s then is the unity 
of the narrative point of view within the oovel in relation to 
its rontext. 

On the other hand, the narrative point of view within t 
text, is the unity of the narrative point of view of the autho 
and that of the character (s); it is this unity that stru:::tures 
the narrative process of the novel. 

The narrative point of view is a perspective governed 1:1 
oonvergent and divergent ronsti tuents that relate to each othe 
the real and the imaginative worlds of the novel. Within this 
oontext it is an indetenninate process which locates the ten
sions and ron:elations of the narrative method within the stru 
tural unity of the process. 
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By enploying the synthetical and analytical tools of the 
narrative point of view in inp:lsing a materialist reading of 
Bound to Vi olence, it will be possibl e to disengage the unity 
of the narrative process so as to be able to define and theorize 
upon the theory of history in this novel. For criticism, accord
in:J to Brecht, is constituted by the act of disengagerrent of the 
\mi.ties within an artistic work, in order for them to be reccn
stituted and re-synthesized anew. 

v 

Ooologuem' s novel is cx:rnposed of four d1apters : Cllapter 
I, the legend of the Sails, p. 3-24; Cllapter II, Ecstasy and 
Agoey, p. 25-33; Cllapter III, the Night of the Giants, p . 34-72; 
arrl Chapter IV, Dawn, p . 173-182. '1lle progressiveness of the 
noverrent of history is articulated within these tarporal nodes. 
'!be task is to trace the periodization of history through then 
within the st.rocture and thematic tmity of the narrative process 
of Bound to Vio Zence. 

Perhaps a word of caution is in order: it is not the aim 
of this essay to present the linear develq:nent of plot in Bound 
to Violence , which is an enpiricist problematic; rather, its aim 
is to dialectically trace the developrental unity of plot con
struction within the narrative process-and this is a materialist 
prd:>lematic. 

VI 

'!he decentered oonsciousness 1 which is the problematic of 
the novel, is articulated in the first chapter (the legend of the 
Saifs , p. 3-24) throu:Jh three distict narrative rrodes: the auth
orial narrative node (anni.scient), wh:>se d:rninance is articula
ting the rrovenent of the narrative process, is governed by a 
constitutive principle which is a product of the cx:rrpositional 
exigencies of novel construction; ITOde constructed fran written 
Arab chronicles by Arab historians; and lastly, the oral narra
tive node constructed fran the great epics of oral African liter
ature (in the tradition of the griots). 'ltle last two narrative 
nodes , which in CX!Tbined articulation detennine the rrovercent of 
the narrative process 1 are governed by the regulatory principl es 
whidl are a produ::t of the historical exigencies of the relation 
between text and context (an African society, its particular 
historical instance). 

I t is the dialectical unities and disunities of the tri
adic s tructure of these narrative nodes which detennine the 
nature and rreans of the rrovenent of the narrative process in 
this chapter. Whereas the authorial narrative rrode with its 
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a:mstructi ve principle can be an elem:mt of any novel (Afric 
European, Chinese etc.), the other two narrative nodes (frat 
Arab chronicles and oral African literature) and their regul 
principles are elements that specify and detennine the tmiqt 
and singularity of the African historical novel. It is the 
fluence and interpenetration of these narrative nodes as the 
synthesized totality of the narrative process which makes Bo 
to Violence the remarkable novel it is. '!his synthesizing t 
ity is the product of the tmity of the dialectic between the 
dominant order (the a:mstitutive principle) and the determ:i.n 
order (the regulative principles); and the dialectic of reci 
cal counterpointing between the two principles. 

In the legend of the saifs, OUoluguem narrates the gr 
deur and the subsequent collapse of the Nakeni Qrpire, due to 
internal contradictions, thrm:gh the periodization of its hi 
torical evolution. Trough the history of Nakern is seen with 
the context of its rulers, the Saifs; through the reigns of 
ferent Saifs (fran period to period) OUoluguem locates the d 
ferent terrp:>ralizations of the history of Nakern. But the ac 
epochs of Nakern history (within this periodization) are trao 
through the dislocations and transfonnations of the social s 
ture of the Nakern Elnpire. For the social structure of Nakern 
~ire is a:rnposed of different social classes wh::l are in COl 

flict and ideOlogical contestation against each other (with:i.J 
the "feudal" node of production): 

After the death of the just Saif Isaac aZ-Heit~ 
however~ the accursed son Saif AZ-Haram and his 
minister AZ Badj Abd aZ-Hassana struck by a stone 
in the soul they did not possess~ spent 'large awns 
of money supporting the most influential and dis
contented families at court; twelve thousand dishe1 
were served them at each meal; they received bribe1 
pensions and titles of nobility. as pompous as they 
were meaningless; aZZ the magnificence of a fairy 
tale: their horses, to the number of 3~ 260~ drank 
milk in mangers inlaid with gold and ivory. AZ'lah 
harmin katemadjo! 8 --

For two hundred years courtiers, peasants, warriorf 
slaves and artisans sang their praises, fiZZing thE 
pockets and swarming around the imperial cheese, 
in whose stench anyone with an ounce of ability 
could hope, in emulation of the Court to obtain 
'lands , cattle, titles of nobility, money and every
thing it buys, including !tJOmen. 

Amidst aZZ this turmoil, this dissolute 'life with 
its general bastardization~ its vice and corruption 
the Arab conquest , which had come several centuries 
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earlier, settled over the land like a She-dog baring 
her white fangs in raucous 'Laughter: more and more 
often, unfreed sl-aves and subjugated tribes were 
herded off to Meooa, Egypt, Ethiopia, the Red Sea, 
and Amerioa at prioes as ridioulous as the fl-ea
bitten dignity of the nigger-trash. 9 

This oorrplete disintegration of the Naken Elnpire , due to 
class contradictions occurred around 1546 (at this tine in Eur
ope nercantile capitalism was becjirullng its · inperihl expanSionism 
in earnest, which was to have devastating effects on the Nakem 
Enpire in 18th and 19th centuries) and its transfonnation into 
a French rolonial d:minion of the Republic of Nakern-Ziuko in the 
late 19th century, is in oorrplete rontrast to its grandeur fran 
1202 to 1498. Isaac al-Heit (died in 1498) ruled during the 
grandeur period of the Naken Ehpire and is .i.mrortalized in an 
epic poem written by the griot Matmud Traore of the African 
.Rapublic of Nakern-Ziuko. 

Saif Isaac al-Heit, iimortalized in this epic poem as a 
righteous nan who freed a slave each day and united various 
small kingdans, was born of a black Jew, Abraham al-Heit, and 
an oriental JewesslO fran Kenana (Canaan) . 

The legend of Saif Isaac al-Heit is presented by Ooologuem 
within the oral-written narrative IOOde of the African griots, 
wlx>se historical veracity cannot be authenticated, since it is 
a a:mbination of truth and invention, thus appealing to the 
black romanticism and political thinking of the African Iepublic 
of N~Ziuko. 

The disi11tegration (which thus facilitated European rolon
ial penetration) of the Nakan &tpire, due to internal class and 
religious ronflicts and the struggle for p::Mer anong the various 
descendants of Saif Essac al-Heit (Saifs al-Haram, al-Hilal, 
Tevi, Rabban Johanan and lastly Saif ben Isaac al-Heit) is p~ 
sented by Ooologuem within the written narrative node of the 
Arab chronicles . 

The history of the Nakan Enpire (its grandeur and disin
tegration) is presented by OUOloguem in an d:>jective and retro
specti ve viewpoint. This history if Nakem is related throu.;Jh the 
narrative process of Olapter I by the ronstant rontrasting and 
counter-pointing against each other, of the written narrative 
rrode of the Arab chronicles and the oral narrative node of the 
African epic. It is by means of this dialectical rounterpointing 
that the rontinui ty and rrovenent of the narrative pr?cess is 
established and carried forth from periodization to periodiza~ 
lion. This interpenetration of the narrative nodes fonns a unity 
within the dcminant authorial narrative node. The unity of the 
regulative principles of the written and oral narrative nodes 
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is due to their contradictozy and cppositional forms of pres 
ing the rrovenent of history; the forner within the oontext o: 
collectiye enterprise, and the latter within a oontext of an 
dividual undertaking. 

Saif ben Isaac al- Heit presides over a collapsing Nakl 
Ehpire with the support of sheiks, emirs and ule:nas wtx> had 
fonred a union of Aristocrats and Notables; with and t:hrough 
them he exploited his populace, whidl was small having been 
populated by slavery. At this precise historical nanent (la1 
19th century) European colonialism intr\Wed upon the Ehpiie 
of Nakem: 

.. . sponsored by the banks, the universities, the A~ 
and the Navy--geographiaaL soaietiea, internationaL 
aaaoaiations of phiLanthropists, expLorers, eaonomit 
and promoters sprang up throughout Europe, unLeashi1 
a deadLy aompetition between the European po~ers ~hi 
~armed through Nakem, fighting, aonquering, paaifYi 
obtaining treaties and burying aartridgea, gun[Linte 
buLlets, and gunp~r in token of peaae. 'We are 
burying ~ar ao deep'. they said, 'that our ahildren 
mLL not be abLe to dig it up again. The tree that 
mU g~ here mU bear mtneaa to the everLasting 
aUianae between White a and BLaaka . And untiZ the 
day ~hen ita branches bear buUeta, aartridges., and 
gunp~der. peaae m l L endure. I 11 

With the intervention of European inperial powers, an 
epoch was caning to an end in the histozy of the Nakem &tpire 
and a new particular system with its unique historico-social 
relationships was in the process of unfolding: 

The Whites devised a ayatem of internationaL aoLonia 
lOll) aonsearating the prinaipLe of spheres of infLu
ence, and Legitimizing the rights of the first oa
aupant. But to Nakem the coLoniaL p~era aame too 
Late, for mth the help of the loaal Notables a 
aoLoniaL overload had estabLished himseLf Long 
sinae, and that aolonial overloni ~as none other 
than Saif.12 

The elision within decentered oonsciousness is structu 
in Bound to Vio lenae through the narrative process, by neans < 

the ideological functioning of the diachronic and syndu:onic 
instances of a historical process. 'Uu:ough the three narrati, 
rrodels, the process of narration in the novel articulates and 
synthesizes the following unities : the material and spiritual 
elenents of African cosrrology : the process and noverrent of hi! 
tory; and the dialectical relationship between man, nature anc 
the spirits. 'Ihese narrative nodes in their novenent fom a 
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'!he auth::>rial (inpersonal) narrative node is the only 
narrative device that mediates the progression of narrative 
process in <llapter II (Ecstasy and Agorr:t, pp. 25-33) . It is 
not accidental, therefore, that this narrative m::Xle, which is 
a product of cx::.rtpOsitional exigencies, should rot only daninate 
but also detennine the stnx::turing of the narrative; for the 
historical periodization of which it is dominant in Bound to 
Violence, is the period in which African history is subordinated 
to, and subsuned by European history. '!here is absolute congru
ency between this narrative device (a product of the devel.opnen
tal unity of oovel fonnation within European literary history) 
and the periodization it effects in mediating the diachronic 
processes of history in the novel. 

Within this cmriscient narration of the history of Nakem 
E:rpire , which is in the process of being transfonred into a 
French oolonial Cbni.nion of the Republic of NakenrZiuko, history 
is related to the agony and the supposed ecstasy of its disinte
gration . In this lx>ur of disintegraticn, pillage, infanticide , 
and mass scale genocide , are the order of the day; this destroc
tion of the Nakan Enpire is fran internal cxmtradicticns , which 
ultimately made possible the intervention of European :i.Jrperial 
pt:Mers at the close of the nineteenth century. 'lbe a:rttradiction 
between the Notables, Sheiks, Emirs arrl Slaves , and peasants , 
which was determinant and daninant within the history of the 
Nakem Enpire is displaced into a higher and nom cx:mplex dia
lectical level, by the contradiction between Whites and Blacks 
within the history of the Republic of NakenrZiuko: 

The Empire was pacified, broken up into several 
zones which the Whites divided. Saved from slavery 
the niggertrash welcomed the White man with joy, 
hoping he woul-d make them forget the mighty Saif' s 
meticulousl-y organized cruelty. 

Fran this period, the history of Nakan will be the history of 
European (French) ~ialist dcmination and imposition. 

The c:bninant category of this anniscient narrative rrode 
is analytical, whemas the dominant category of the dialectical 
unity of the other two narrative nodes was synthetic in its 
totalizing progression. 
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VIII 

The totalizing prcgression of the narrative process, of 
Chapter III, 'Ire Night of the Giants (p. 34-172), in portrayi.t 
the deoentered oonsciousness of the class struggle between di1 
ferent social classes of the Nakem Empire (on the one hand, Nc 
ables, Aristocracy, Lords, and on the other, Serfs , and Peasan 
Slaves) , and the subsequent transformation of Nakem into a col 
onial c:hnini.on, the Republic of NaketrZiuko, is trediated by, a 
realized within two structural nodes which govern its thematic 
presentation; one articulating the horizontal cmplexity of th 
historical relations between Serfs and Notables (Lords), and 
the other, articulating tre vertical cx:::nplexity of historical 
relations between the Republic of Nakem-Ziuko and the French 
Inperial pa-~er. 

'Ire stru:::tural and thematic unity within Bound to Vio~e 
is a product, not of sane ahistorical artistic imagination, bu 
of a concrete rrarent of periodization, within African history, 
which was and is the process of unity of internal and external 
contradictions and the synthesis of unity of objective and sub 
jective coordinates; in short, tre novel thematically presents 
a unique conjuncture within African history , and structurally 
is a product of that process of tenporalization. 

The narrative prooess of the novel, especially in this 
chapter, the Night of the Giants, is a dialectical novement in 
a series of oontrasting nontages within the unity of horizonta 
and vertical structural rrodes. It is also a sequenoe of oon
tinoous and discontinoous unities, a process of opposing in ar 
ticulating the form and nature of ideological characterization 
within the novel. What follows is presentation of this proces: 
in which a continuity is oonsistently re-established within 
discontinoous m::ments of the narrative . 

Conplex and different theres are interwoven (sanetirres 
in dialectical reciprocity arrl at other t..i.rres as givens of a 
negativity) in relation to, and within the structural nodes : 
for exarrple, the love relationship between Tambira and Kassoun: 
(wro are l:oth Serfs) and tre result of which is tre birth of 
Rayrrond-Spartacus Kassouni (who will venture to Europe for edu· 
cation at tre turn of the oentury, and will return to Naketr 
Ziuko after WOrld War II) ; the religious oonflict between Bish< 
Thanas de Seignac (Catholic) and Al Hadj Ali Gakore (the Berbel 
Peul copyist, and pretentious Islamic scholar)--and the subse
quent plot of the Bishop to assasinate the Saif (His Ibyal Mag· 
nificenoe); the arrbivalent power relationship between Governor 
Vandarre (representing the French irrperial pa-~er) and Saif ben 
Isaac al-Heit (representing the Assertbly of Notables and Arist!: 
crats) , after the fonrer assasinates the governor ad interim ar 
administrator Jean Chevalier. All of these relationships (a 
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few anong many others) eJq?ress and indicate the nature and fo:cn 
of the French oolonial <bnination in the Republic of ~ 
Ziuko. 

Although the authorial (implied) narrative node is <bni.
nant within the narrative process, it is l1()W and then mediated 
by the oral narrative node; occasionally they interact to form 
a stru::ture of dialectical reciprocity . 

ToNards the end of this chapter, the narrative shifts to 
te Europe where Raynond-Spartacus Kassouni encmmters many eJq?eri

ences and tragedies : he m=ets his sister, Kadidia w!"x) is a pros
titute in Paris ; he also has a hcm:>sexual esperience; and fights 
in Vbrld War II during which he m=ets a young French woman whan 
he marries. 

nee On July 17, 1947, on the seven hundred and forty fifth 
:t aruriversary of the founding of the Nakern Empire, Raym:md Sparta

cus Kassouni. (after obtaining a degree in France) returns with 
his family to the Republic of N~Ziuko: 

1 

s, 

i, 

>P 

.•• Kassoumi thought sadly of the legend of the Saifs, 
a legend in !Jhich the future seems to seek itself in 
the night of time--pPehistory in a tail-coat: there 
stands the African. 

Not that Raymond, at that inspiPed turning point in 
African civilization, embodied a mere intellectual 
protest. He kneZJ that in spite of Saif his !Jhole 
existence ZJould be a pPotest: the condition of 
this country !JaB scandalous beyond description. 

But the Notables hePe--as else!JhePe the bourgeoisie
!Jere pPepaPed to turn this pPotest to theiP OZJn use-
labeling, IJPapping, and selling even the sense of 
outrage . Vis-a-vis the tPaditionals, TambiPa's son, 
in the political role he aspiPed to play in the Nakem 
that murdered his paPents, remained a kind of aPtist, 
and like the aPtist in all societies he !Jas fpee be
cause he himself ZJas problematic existence, a living 
conflict. 

xr IX 

~ last chapter of the novel (Dawn, p . 173-182) is cx::m
FOSed of a dialogue between Bishq:> Henry (representing the 
European Olurch) and Saif ben Isaac al-Heit (representing the 

>- African Absolutist State) ; it is a dialogue of the near impos-
)d sibili ty of Man ' s action being oon1:.e!rtporaneous with his his tori

cal present, due to elision within oonsciousness in rel,at,ion to 
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particular historical oontexts ; this thane govems the struct 
and dialectical unity of Bound to Violence. It is a historic 
problematic defined by Regis Debray, in a farrous paragraph oi 
Revolution in the Revolution: 

We are never completely contemporaneous with our 
present. History advances in disguise; it appears 
on stage wearing the mask of the preoeding soene~ 
and we tend to lose the meaning of the play . Each 
time the curtain rises~ continuity has to be re
established. The blame~ of course is not history 1 s 
but lies in our vision~ encumbered with memory and 
images learned in the past. We see the past super
imposed on the present even when the present is a 
revolu£ion.l5 

For Saif ben Isaac al-Heit therefore : 

Man is in history is in politics . Politics is 
cleavage. No solidarity is possible. Nor purity.l6 

Bound to Violence ends on an elegiac note of pessimism: 

Often~ it is true~ the soul desires to dream the ech 
of happiness~ an echo that has no past~ but projecte 
into the world~ one cannot help recalling that Saif~ 
mourned three million times is forever reborn to 
history beneath the hot ashes of more than thirty 
African Republics . 

... That night~ as they sought one another until the 
terrace was soiled with the black swrunits of dawn~ 
a dust fell on the chessboard; but in that hour 
when the eyes of Nakem take flight in search of 
memories~ forest and coast were fertile and hot 
with compassion. And such was the earth of men 
that the balance between air~ water and fire was 
no more than a game .17 

'lhough it ends on this trenody 1 Bound to Violence is 
also a novel of optimism, similar to the rragical realism 
(carpentier) of contenporary Latin American novels . 

Footnotes 

1. Charges of plagiarism have been levelled at Yani:x:> OOOlO<JUE 
sane of which have been substantiated by different author! 
One of the JTOst praninent is Eric Sellin ' s essay 1 "'!he 
tJnkno..m Voice of Yani:x:> Ooologuem" which appeared in the 
Yale French Studies~ No. 53, 1976. Given this oontext, 
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the choice to critically stuiy and analyse Bound to Violence 
is governed both by literary and political cxmsiderations. 
'Jllou,;Jh sare of these dlarges have been authenticated and are 
therefore in a sense truly tragic, they are not of great ~ 
p::>rtance; what is of great historical ilrq;lortance is the ideo
logical functioning and the consequences that have followed 
this accusaticn . '!here has been cx:rrq:>lete silence on this 
question of plagiarism. What should be asked and answered, 
not by European bourgeois scholars, but by African Marxist 
literary historians, is the question of "plagiarism" within 
tre context of African literary poetics, (the danain of 
African cultural creation and aestretics) for i•n a sense 
"Ooologuem has cx:mnitted a European faux-paus" (Sellin, p. 
162). Politically, this whole affair of plagiarisn raises 
the question of cultural inperialism; this question becx:rres 
of prof01.md historical ilrq;lortanoe when examined within the 
cx:ntext of the essay by the great Cuban intellectual, lbberto 
Fernandez Retamar. ~ essay "cal i ban: Notes Towal:ds a 
discussion of CUlture in OUr America", which originally 
appeared in a 1971 issue of Casa de Las America during the 
Padilla Affair, later appeared in the Massachusettes Review 
of Winter-Spring, 1974. For the task of translating this 
remarkable essay we have to exterrl our appreciation to Rob
ert Marquez, Lynn Garafola and David A. ~ary. In this 
essay, Retamar, follaring the example of Jose Marti, deline
ates and presents historically, the true order of Latin 
Arrerican culture; the culture of their Arrerica, of which 
Clba is the nost praninent exanple. Likewise, we Africans 
have to stl.rly and present tre true order and nature of our 
cultural heritage (present and past); the true c.ultural or
der of Our Africa , within the context of the Ang::>lan Revolu
ticm. It is for these reasons that this essay is on Bound 
to Violence; for this great novel a:rtbats both the R:manti
cism of Negritu:le and the myth of African Socalism, according 
to its ahistorical understanding of history, there were no 
class cleavages, and formations within African history (renee 
the questioning of the necessity of class struggle, past 
and/or present) . Nevertheless, Bound to Violence , like any 
other artistic object, is rot beyond criticism. 

2. Luls:ac;s , Georg. The Historical Novel , p. 42 . 'Iha great fault 
of Luk.ics ' theory of the novel (that is, the Marxist Luk.ics 
and not the Kantian Lukacs) is its ultra-canonizatioo of 
the realist node in the novel. '!he critical realism of the 
19th Century bourgeois novel be<:x:Jnes the paragon, in Lukacs 
theory of the novel, for all future creations within the 
novelistic genre. Not only is this tmderstanding of the 
historical developrent of the novel fonnalistic, it is also 
ahistorical in refusing to give cognisance to particular 
mediating processes, within each historical terrporalization. 
Lukacs reduces the instrument of literary creation to its 
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articulating procedure. ~ fantastic rrode oould be m:>re aut 
tic than the realistic rrode in creating great realistic li tet 
works. Witness the cxmtarporary Italian writer, Italo Calvir 
and the Argentinian novelist, Julio Cbrtazar. Ll.lkacs theory 
of the novel must be applied with great reservations. 

3. Ibid. 1 p. 44. 

4. Ibid. , p. 127 

5. Ibid. 1 p. 49 

6 . Ilid. I p. 333 

7. We:imann, Robert, Structure and Soaiet;y in lliterary History 
Studies in trw History and Theory of Historical Criticism. 
p. 236. 

8. Bound to Violence, p. 11. 

9 . Ibid. 1 P• 18, 

10. See Jean-Paul Sartre ' s Antisemite and JeuJ~ for explanatia 
of the ideological a:nple:xes surroU'lding the word "Jewess 
within European culture . 

ll. Bound to Violence , p. 23-24 . 

12. Ibid. , p. 24 . 

13. Ibid.' p. 31 

14. Ibid. 1 p . 167 

15. Debray, Regis, Revolution in trw Revolution~ p. 19. 

16. Bound to Violence, p. 175. 

17. Ibid.' p. 181-182. 
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